
TMA 401/MAN 670 Funtional Analysis 2004/2005Peter KumlinMathematisChalmers & GU1 A Note on Lp{spaes1.1 IntrodutionA basi feature for the important results in this ourse { Banah's �xed pointtheorem, Brouwer's �xed point theorem, Shauder's �xed point theorem, Hilbert-Shmidt theorem and others { is that the mappings appearing are de�ned on om-plete normed spaes, i.e. on Banah spaes. The ompleteness is ruial and thetheorems would no longer be true without the assumption on ompleteness.A tehnique often used to prove the existene of a solution to a problem (and also to�nd the solution) is to �nd solutions to approximate problems and by improving theapproximations it an be possible to obtain a sequene of approximative solutionsthat form a Cauhy sequene in a proper spae. A solution of the original probleman then often be obtained as the limit for the Cauhy sequene provided the spaeis a Banah spae.An example of a funtion spae that has been treated is the vetor spae onsistingof the ontinuous funtions de�ned on Rn or some \nie"1 subset 
 of Rn, withpointwise de�ned addition and multipliation by salar. We note the if C(
) isequipped with the sup-norm, i.e.kfk = supt2
 jf(t)j; f 2 C(
);then the normed spae (C(
); k�k) beomes a Banah spae. But if C(
) is suppliedwith the norm kfk1 = Z
 jf(t)j dt; f 2 C(
);then (C(
); k � k1) is a normed spae but not a Banah spae. See for instaneexample 1 below. The set 
 is supposed to be a ompat subset ofRn so all integralsare �nite. It is a pity that (C(
); k � k1) is not a Banah spae sine the norm k � k1is a natural measure of size. If f is a density funtion then kfk1 orresponds to thetotal mass. Moreover in physis the integralkfk2 = (Z
 jf(t)j2 dt)1=2; f 2 C(
):measures the\energy"of a system desribed by f . In general it is natural to onsidernorms kfkp = (Z
 jf(t)jp dt)1=p; f 2 C(
);1We assume that 
 is ompat and equal to the losure of its interior.1



where p 2 [1;1). To see that these expressions really de�ne norm funtions an bedone with same tehnique that was used to prove the orresponding statements forthe sequene spaes lp.Example 1: Consider the set 
 = [0; 1℄ � R and de�nefn(t) = 8<: 0 t 2 [0; 12)2n(t� 12) t 2 [12 ; 12 + 12n)1 t 2 [12 + 12n ; 1℄for n = 1; 2; : : : Sketh the graph for fn here!

We see that (fn)1n=1 de�nes a Cauhy sequene in the normed spae (C[0; 1℄; k k1)sine kfn � fmk1 = Z 12+ 12min(n;m)12 jfn(t)� fm(t)j dt� 12min(n;m) ! 0; n;m!1:However there is no ontinuous funtion f suh that fn ! f in (C[0; 1℄; k k1). Provethis! On the other hand the sequene (fn)1n=1 onverges pointwise to h given byh(t) = � 0 t 2 [0; 12 ℄1 t 2 (12 ; 1℄ :h is not ontinuous but still Riemann integrable and satis�eslimn!1 kfn � hk1 = 0:The fat that the funtion h above is Riemann integrable might suggest that thenormed spae (Riemann integrable funtions; k � k1) (1)is a Banah spae. It is lear that linear ombinations of Riemann integrable fun-tions are Riemann integrable and that also produts of Riemann integrable funtionsare Riemann integrable2. However Riemann integrable funtions are not losed un-der pointwise limits as seen from the following example.2If f is Riemann integrable then so is f2 and if both f and g are Riemann integrable then sois fg sine fg = 14 ((f + g)2 � (f � g)2). 2



Example 2: Let 
 denote the interval [0; 1℄ and let fr1; r2; r3; : : :g be an enumera-tion of all rational numbers in the interval [0; 1℄. For n = 1; 2; : : : de�nefn(t) = �fr1;:::;rng(t) = � 1 t 2 fr1; : : : ; rng0 t 62 fr1; : : : ; rng :Moreover set f(t) = �fr1;r2;r3;:::g(t) = � 1 t 2 fr1; r2; r3; : : :g0 t 62 fr1; r2; r3; : : :g :We note that fn is Riemann integrable for every n and that (fn)1n=1 is a Cauhysequene in the normed spae (Riemann integrable funtions; k � k1), but the point-wise limit funtion f is not Riemann integrable. Prove this! This implies that if wewant to have a Banah spae ontaining all Riemann integrable funtions we oughtaept f as an element in that spae sine it is the pointwise limit of the sequene(fn(x)) (we also have 0 � fn(x) " f(x) � 1 for all x 2 [0; 1℄). In appliations it willbe important for us to have strong onvergene theorems of the formlimn!1Z fn dx = Z limn!1 fn dx:At the same time we note that f 6= 0, where 0 denotes the funtion that is pointwise0 for all x 2 [0; 1℄, but nether the less we have kf�0k1 = 0. This means that we annot detet the di�erene between f and 0 measuring with the k � k1{norm and haveto identify these funtions. We say that the funtions di�ers on a set of measure0. This identi�ation also has to be done for Riemann integrable funtions for k � k1to be a norm.Considering the k �kp{norms, 1 � p <1 in general, it an be observed that only forp = 2 the norm is a Hilbert spae norm, i.e. there an be de�ned a inner produth�; �i on the vetor spae suh that the following relation between the inner produtand the norm holds true: kxk = phx; xi for all x. Neither the sup-norm an beonneted with an inner produt. The Hilbert spae struture will be important tous in onnetion with spetral theory in hapter 4 in [2℄. However k � k2 will be aHilbert spae norm.The problem is now to extend the normed spae (C(
); k � kp) in suh a way thatwe obtain a Banah spae. The method to omplete the spae that is disussed insetion 7 hapter 1 in [2℄ has the disadvantage that the properties of the elementsin the ompletion an be hard to read o� and it is not obvious that the elementsare pointwise de�ned funtions.We will below in very few words disuss the main properties of the Lebesgue integralsand the Lp{spaes. Some ideas for the proofs will be skethed. For those who areinterested in a thorough treatment we refer to the books by Folland [3℄ (textbookon graduate level), Rudin [5℄ (also a graduate level textbook), Rudin [6℄ (a moreelementary book), Apostol [1℄ (has been used for undergraduate ourses at GU) orwhy not H�ormander [4℄. The presentations di�er slightly but most are based onmeasure theory. 3



1.2 Lebesgue measure on RnIn measure theory we want to generalize the onept of length of an interval in R,area of a retangle in R2 on so on to a wider lass of sets. The ultimate goal isto assign a measure to as many sets as possible where the measure has to satisfyertain natural onditions. If all intervals [a; b℄ � R, a < b (as well as the intervals[a; b); (a; b℄; (a; b)) should have the measure b� a then there are subsets of the realnumbers that are impossible to assign a measure to3. This is hard to prove and isbased on the axiom of hoie4.First let us see whih subsets of a an arbitrary set X it would be natural to be ableto assign measure to. Intuitively it is natural that given ountable many sets, whereall have a well-de�ned measure, all sets that an be obtained by ountably manyappliations with the set operations union, intersetion and omplement should alsobe possible to assign a measure to. This motivates the following de�nition.De�nition 1.1. A set M of subsets of X is alled a �{algebra if1. ; 2 M2. E 2 M implies X n E 2 M3. E1; E2; : : : 2 M implies S1n=1En 2 MA set in M is alled a measurable set. Let Bn denote the smallest �{algebra thatontains all open sets in Rn. This is alled the Borel �{algebra. For simpliitywe restrit to the ase n = 1 but what is said holds true for general n. There existssuh a smallest �{algebra, sine the intersetion of any olletion of �{algebras is a�{algebra, and all the intervals of the four types above are ontained here.Given a �{algebra M we an talk about a measure � on M. A measure shouldsatisfy some properties enoded in the next de�nition.De�nition 1.2. A measure � on the �{algebra M is a mapping� :M! [0;+1℄suh that1. �(;) = 02. E1; E2; : : : 2 M mutually disjoint sets implies �(S1n=1En) = �1n=1�(En)3A well-known example of this is due to Vitali. Even more striking is the following example inR3 by Banah and Tarski and whih only involves �nite additivity. They proved: The unit ballin R3 an be deomposed into a �nite number of piees whih may be reassembled, using onlytranslation and rotation, to form 2 disjoint opies of the unit ball4The axiom of hoie says that for every lass of non-empty sets E�, � 2 �, there exists a setonsisting of one element from every set E�. 4



The property 2. is alled ountable additivity for measures and is a key propertywhen de�ning Lebesgue integrals. The main question is now whether it is possibleto prove the existene of a unique measure on the Borel �{algebra with the propertythat all intervals with end points at a and b has the measure jb� aj. The answer isyes and this measure is alled the Borel measure. This is the foundation on whihthe Lp-theory rests. The Lebesgue measure is obtained by ompleting the Borelmeasure in the following sense.De�nition 1.3. Let � be a measure on a �{algebra M. Then there exists a �{algebra �M and a well-de�ned measure �� : �M ! [0;+1℄ suh that E 2 �M i�E = ASB, where A 2 M and B � C 2 M with �(C) = 0, and ��(E) = �(A).What has been done is to add all subsets of measurable sets with measure 0 in suha way that also �M beomes a �{algebra. Note that it follows from the de�nitionthat if A;B 2 M, A � B, then we have �(A) � �(B). We all �B1 the Lebesgue �{algebra on R and denote it by L1 and the ompleted Borel measure on L1 denotedm is alled the Lebesgue measure.We mentioned above that there are subsets of R that are not Lebesgue measurable.The following result an be proved.Theorem 1.1 (Approximation). Let E � R be Lebesgue measurable. Then wehavem(E) = inffm(U) : E � U; U openg = supfm(K) : K � E; K ompatg:Moreover if m(E) < 1 then for every � > 0 there exists an open set A onsistingof �nitely many open intervals suh thatm((E n A)[(A n E)) < �:What has been said about R is true for Rn, n = 2; 3; : : :, provided intervals arereplaed by retangles parallel to the axis et. By Ln = L we denote the Lebesgue�{algebra on Rn, i.e. the ompleted Borel �{algebra Bn, and the approximationtheorem above orresponds to a natural generalization for Rn.1.3 Lebesgue measurable funtionsWe will now onsider funtions f that takes values in �R = RSf�1g where wede�ne 0 � 1 = 0. What has to be avoided is unde�ned expressions like 1�1. Inthis setion every funtion takes values in �R. We say that the funtion f : Rn ! �Ris Lebesgue measurable if f�1([a;1)) 2 L for every a 2 R. Here f�1(U) denotesthe set fx 2 Rn : f(x) 2 Ug, i.e. the inverse image of U under f . From this de�nitionit follows that f�1(E) 2 L for every Borel set E but also that all funtions that anbe formed using the operations+ � supn=1;2;::: infn=1;2;::: lim supn=1;2;::: lim infn=1;2;:::5



on Lebesgue measurable funtions are Lebesgue measurable. More preisely, givenLebesgue measurable funtions f; g; fn, n = 1; 2; : : : then the funtions1. f + g, fg, �f , where � 2 R2. max(f; g), min(f; g)3. supn=1;2;::: fn, infn=1;2;::: fn4. lim supn!1 fn � limk!1 supn�k fn, lim infn!1 fn � limk!1 infn�k fnare also Lebesgue measurable. It an be shown that every ontinuous funtion isLebesgue measurable! The most important examples of Lebesgue measurable fun-tions are the so alled simple funtions that are given by �nite linear ombinationsof harateristi funtions for Lebesgue measurable sets, i.e. funtions of the form�Nn=1�n�Enwhere �E(t) = 1 if t 2 E and = 0 if t 62 E. We assume that �i 6= �j for i 6= j. Chekfor yourself that the simple funtions are Lebesgue measurable. The key propertyfor the simple funtions is the following observation.Theorem 1.2 (Approximation). Let f : Rn ! [0;1℄ be a Lebesgue measurablefuntion. Then there exists a sequene of simple funtions �n, n = 1; 2; : : : suh that1. 0 � �1 � �2 � �3 � : : :2. limn!1 �(t) = f(t) for all t 2 Rn3. �n onverges uniformly to f on eah set A � Rn where f is bounded.We note that the limit funtion for an inreasing sequene of simple funtions isalso Lebesgue measurable. But also onverse, i.e. that every Lebesgue measurablefuntion (bounded below) an be obtained as the limit funtion for an inreasingsequene of simple funtions.The proof for the theorem is quite simple. Set�n = �22n�1k=0 k2�n�Ekn + 2n�Fn;where Ekn = f�1((k2�n; (k + 1)2�n℄)and Fn = f�1((2n;1℄):for n = 1; 2; : : :. For an f of your hoie draw the graphs for �n!Next we introdue the term almost everywhere, abbreviated a:e:, whih meanseverywhere exept on a set of measure 0. To say that the funtions f and g areequal a:e: means that the set where the funtions di�er must not be empty but havethe Lebesgue measure 0. In the same way fn ! f pointwise a:e: means that theset where we do not have onvergene is a 0{set. Sine every subset of a 0{set is a0{set we get 6



1. f Lebesgue measurable and f = g a:e: implies that g is Lebesgue measurable.2. fn, n = 1; 2; : : :, Lebesgue measurable and fn ! f pointwise a:e: implies thatf is Lebesgue measurable.Finally f : Rn ! C is alled Lebesgue measurable if both Ref and Imf are Lebesguemeasurable. This is the same as saying that f�1(U) 2 L for every open set U in C.1.4 Integrals and onvergene theoremsA omplex-valued funtion f an uniquely be written as a sum of its real- andimaginary part f = Ref + i Imf;where Ref and Imf are real-valued. Both these funtions an be written as a sumof the positive and the negative part of f . If f is real-valued we denotef+ = max(f; 0)and f� = max(�f; 0):Hene we get f = f+�f� (and jf j = f++f�). Sine we want the integral operatorf 7! Z f dm(not yet de�ned) to be linear on Lebesgue integrable funtions we must haveZ f dm = Z (Ref)+ dm� Z (Ref)� dm+ i(Z (Imf)+ dm� Z (Ref)� dm):So it is enough to de�ne Z f dmfor all Lebesgue measurable funtions f : Rn ! [0;1℄. This will be done in twosteps.Step 1 For f = �Nn=1�n�En, i.e. for a simple funtion f , we setZ f dm = �Nn=1�nm(En):Step 2 If f is a Lebesgue measurable funtion we setZ f dm = supfZ � dm : � simple funtion; 0 � � � fg:It an quite easily be shown that the integral is well-de�ned. The integral an attainthe value +1 sine we have not assumed any size ondition for f . We let L+ denotethe set of all real Lebesgue measurable funtions that takes values in [0;1℄.7



From the de�nition it follows that f; g 2 L+ and f � g impliesZ f dm � Z g dm:Moreover we let L1 denote the set of all Lebesgue measurable funtions f : Rn ! Cfor whih max(Z Ref+ dm; Z Ref� dm; Z Imf+ dm; Z Imf� dm) <1:This is equivalent to Z jf j dm <1:Moreover we note that j Z f dmj � Z jf j dm:Finally we de�ne ZE f dm = Z f�E dm;for E a Lebesgue measurable set in Rn.The question is then: What is the di�erene between the Lebesgue integral andthe Riemann integral? The answer sits in the de�nitions. Let us for the momentassume that f attains its values in [0;M ℄ for some M > 0. Remember that thede�nition of the Riemann integral is based on splitting the x{axis into a union oftiny disjoint intervals Ik. Set Mk = supIk f and mk = infIk f . We getZ f dx � �kMkjIkjprovided �kMkjIkj � �kmkjIkj, where jIkj denotes the length of the interval Ik.With the notation � we mean that the di�erene tends to 0 as supk jIkj ! 0. Tohave this we need f to be almost onstant on every interval Ik (i.e.Mk�mk � 0) orthat the number of all intervals for whih this is not true (i.e.Mk�mk 6� 0) is small.Another way to phrase it is that f should be ontinuous exept for a small set ofpoints with Lebesgue measure 0. Using our speial lingo we say that f is Riemannintegrable if the set where f is disontinuous is a set of Lebesgue measure 0. In theprevious example with f = �QT[0;1℄ the set of points of disontinuity is the wholeinterval [0; 1℄ whih has Lebesgue measure equal to 1 and not 0.The de�nition of the Lebesgue integral is based on splitting the y{axis into smallintervals Ikn = [k2�n; (k + 1)2�n). Here n indiates how �ne the deomposition is,more preisely 2�n is the length of the intervals. Comparing with the de�nition forsimple funtions (we assume that f is non-negative and M < 2n) we haveZ f dm � �kk2�nm(Ekn);8



where we observe that jf � �nj � 2�n on Ekn. See page 6. For the sum to have ameaning it is needed that m(Ekn) and m(Fn) are well-de�ned, whih is guaranteedby the assumption that f is Lebesgue measurable. If we return to the funtionf = �QT[0;1℄ we see that f is 0 exept at the rational points in the interval [0; 1℄,whih is equal to fr1; r2; : : :g. But every set frng is Lebesgue measurable with themeasure 0 and a ountable union of 0{sets is a 0{set. Hene we have R f dm = 0.We observe that every ontinuous funtion whih is di�erent from 0 only in a om-pat subset of Rn is Riemann integrable, that eah Riemann integrable funtion(with �nite k � k1{norm) is Lebesgue integrable andZRn f(x) dx = Z f dm:Here the LHS denotes the Riemann integral for f and the RHS denotes the Lebesgueintegral for f .Below we list a number of theorems that will beome important to us for applia-tions. It is important to note that the Lebesgue integral is an extension for theRiemann integral with the properties we wanted: powerful onvergene theoremsand the funtion spae (L1; k � k1) is omplete.Theorem 1.3 (Lebesgue's monotone onvergene theorem). Let (fn)1n=1 �L+ be a monotone inreasing sequene of funtions. Then we havelimn!1Z fn dm = Z limn!1 fn dm:Theorem 1.4 (Fatou's lemma). Let (fn)1n=1 � L+ be a sequene of funtions.Then we have Z lim infn!1 fn dm � lim infn!1 Z fn dm:Theorem 1.5 (Lebesgue's dominated onvergene theorem). Assume that(fn)1n=1 is a sequene of omplex-valued Lebesgue measurable funtions suh thatlimn!1 fn = f a:e: Moreover assume that there exists a Lebesgue measurable fun-tion g suh that jfnj � g 2 L1 all n:Then we have f 2 L1and limn!1Z fn dm = Z f dm:Theorem 1.6 (Di�erentiation under the integral sign). Assume that f(t; x) :Rn � [a; b℄ ! C and that f(�; x) : Rn ! C is a L1{funtion for eah x 2 [a; b℄. SetF (x) = R f(t; x) dm(t).� Assume that there exists a g 2 L1 suh thatjf(t; x)j � g(t) all t; x:9



Then we have limx!x0 F (x) = F (x0)provided limx!x0 f(t; x) = f(t; x0) all t:� Assume that �f�x exists and that there is a g 2 L1 suh thatj�f�x (t; x)j � g(t) all t; x:Then F is di�erentiable andF 0(x) = Z �f�x (t; x) dm(t):We now assume that n = 1 and reall that a real funtion is ontinuously di�eren-tiable i� f(x) = Z xa g(t) dtwhere g is a ontinuous real funtion. Furthermore we have f 0 = g. What an besaid about the funtion Z xa g(t) dtwhere g 2 L1?To answer this question we introdue the onept of absolutely ontinuous fun-tion. We say that the real funtion f is absolutely ontinuous if for every � > 0there exists a Æ > 0 suh that �jbn � anj < Æimplies that �jf(bn)� f(an)j < �:In partiular this means that f is ontinuous and moreover uniformly ontinuous onthe set where it is de�ned. � : : : stands for the sum for a �nite series.Theorem 1.7. A real funtion f(x) is given by R xa g dm, where g is a loally5Lebesgue integrable funtion, i� f is absolutely ontinuous. In that ase we havef 0 = g a:e:.From alulus ourse we remember that multiple Riemann integrals an be alu-lated by repeated integration. Is this still true for multiple Lebesgue integrals? Theanswer is ontained in the following result.Theorem 1.8 (Fubini{Tonelli's theorem). Assume that f(�; �) is Lebesgue mea-surable and that one of the following onditions are satis�ed:5L1lo is de�ned below. 10



1. (Tonelli) f � 02. (Fubini) one of the integrals R jf(x; y)j dm(x; y), R (R jf(x; y)j dm(y)) dm(x),R (R jf(x; y)j dm(x)) dm(y) is �nite.Then the funtions f(�; y), f(x; �), R f(�; y) dm(y) and R f(x; �) dm(x) are Lebesguemeasurable andZ jf(x; y)j dm(x; y) = Z (Z jf(x; y)j dm(y)) dm(x) = Z (Z jf(x; y)j dm(x)) dm(y):1.5 Lp{spaes, H�older's and Young's inequalitiesFor Lebesgue measurable funtions f we de�nekfkp = (Z jf jp dm)1=p; p 2 [1;1)and kfk1 = ess sup jf j:Here ess sup for real-valued non-negative funtions f denotes the quantityess supf = inffk : k � f a:e:g:We now de�ne the Lp{spae as the set of all Lebesgue measurable funtions suhthat kfkp <1. This is valid for 1 � p � 1 and we see that� kf � gkp = 0 i� f = g a:e: Funtions in Lp are identi�ed if they are equal a:e:� f 2 Lp implies that jf j <1 a:e:� f 2 L1 and f ontinuous implies that kfk1 = sup jf j. If f is not ontinuousthen we obtain that the set of all x where f(x) > kfk1 is a 0{set.We laim that k � kp really de�nes a norm. If p = 1;1 this is trivial. For p 2 (1;1)it is a onsequene of H�older's inequalitykfgk1 � kfkp kgkq;where 1p + 1q = 1, p; q > 1. This is established with a similar tehnique to thatwhih was used for proving the orresponding statement for the sequene spae lp .This yields the Minkowski's inequalitykf + gkp � kfkp + kgkpfor p 2 (1;1).We have now de�ned Lp as a normed spae. The notations Lplo denotes the set ofall Lebesgue measurable funtions f for whih f�E 2 Lp for all ompat Lebesguemeasurable sets E in Rn. 11



Theorem 1.9. Lp with the norm k � kp is a Banah spae for p 2 [1;1℄. It isseparable (there exists a ountable dense set) for p 2 [1;1). If (fn)1n=1 is a Cauhysequene in Lp for p 2 [1;1) there exists a subsequene (fnk)1k=1 that onvergespointwise a:e:Try to prove this!!Let f be a omplex-valued funtion on Rn. The losure of the set fx : f(x) 6= 0g isalled the support for f and we let C10 denote the set of all in�nitely ontinuouslydi�erentiable funtions with ompat support.Theorem 1.10. For p 2 [1;1) we have1. LpT f simple funtions g and2. C10are both dense in Lp.Finally we give some inequalities that an ome in handy in many alulations.Theorem 1.11 (Young's inequality). Assume that k : Rn�Rn ! C is Lebesguemeasurable and thatmax(supx Z jk(x; y)j dm(y); supy Z jk(x; y)j dm(x)) = M <1:If f 2 Lp for some p 2 [1;1℄ thenF (x) = Z k(x; y)f(y) dm(y)belongs to Lp and kFkp � Mkfkp:Theorem 1.12 (Chebyshev's inequality). Let f 2 Lp, p 2 [1;1) and � > 0 begiven. Then we have m(fx : jf(x)j > �g) � (kfkp� )p:In hindsight we note that funtions that are Lebesgue integrable an be very wildbut at the same time there are ontinuous nie funtions that are lose to the wildbeasts in Lp-norm. Often in appliations we want to prove that a ertain funtion,appearing as a solution to some say integral equation, is ontinuous but from the�rst onsideration we just obtain it as an element in Lp. However the ontinuityproperty for the funtion an then be established from the spei� problem. Whatthe Lp{theory has ontributed with is the existene of a funtion that an be provento have some good properties. 12
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